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House Resolution 722

By: Representatives Adeyina of the 110th, Beverly of the 143rd, Thomas of the 65th, Holly of

the 116th, and Hutchinson of the 106th 

A RESOLUTION

Recognizing and commending Diana Ampomah; and for other purposes.1

WHEREAS, in 2019, Diana Ampomah founded the Organization-WOW! Afro Community2

and WOW Afro Foundation with the goal of hosting events to foster Black community3

outreach, provide support for businesses in the community, and promote social and economic4

development; and5

WHEREAS, she envisioned the idea of using music, arts, and cultural events as a vehicle for6

creating spaces wherein small businesses in the community could showcase and sell their7

products to the public; and8

WHEREAS, events hosted by her organization have provided opportunities for over 2009

small businesses and helped the City of Clarkston celebrate its first Juneteenth celebration10

in 2021 as well as the second annual Beacon Hill Black Alliance's Pan African Festival and11

the 62nd Nigerian Independence Celebration; and12

WHEREAS, this distinguished gentlewoman has given inspiration to many through her high13

ideals, morals, and deep concern for her fellow citizens, and she possesses the vast wisdom14
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which only comes through experience and the strength of character which is achieved15

through overcoming the many challenges of life; and16

WHEREAS, she is a person of magnanimous strengths with an unimpeachable reputation for17

integrity, intelligence, fairness, and kindness; and18

WHEREAS, it is abundantly fitting and proper that the outstanding accomplishments of this19

remarkable and distinguished Georgian be appropriately recognized.20

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that21

the members of this body recognize and commend Diana Ampomah for her many wonderful22

contributions on behalf of her community and extend their most sincere best wishes for23

continued health and happiness.24

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House of Representatives is authorized25

and directed to make an appropriate copy of this resolution available for distribution to Diana26

Ampomah.27


